Machine learning applications in the legal field are numerous and diverse. In order to make contribution to both the machine learning community and the legal community, we have made efforts to create a model compatible with the classification of text sequences, valuing the interpretability of the results. The purpose of this paper is to classify legal proceedings in three possible status classes, which are (i) archived proceedings, (ii) active proceedings and (iii) suspended proceedings. Our approach is composed by natural language processing, supervised and unsupervised deep learning models and performed remarkably well in the classification task. Furthermore we had some insights regarding the patterns learned by the neural network applying tools to make the results more interpretable.
I. INTRODUCTION
Machine Learning is present in many areas and is capable of performing the most diverse tasks with quality. One area that is already undergoing major changes and where there is still much room to work in the coming years is the area of law and justice. Many companies and researchers are developing new technologies to make legal processes increasingly efficient, creating great value for firms and consumers, especially democratizing services in developing countries. Law is a very wide area regarding its sub-areas and tasks, however Machine Learning applications have been proving to be very versatile, making a good deal in many of them. Examples of notable applications in the field of law would be reviewing documents, making text-based classifications or anticipating legal outcomes. 1, a recent review paper, provides insights on how Machine Learning can relate to various legal tasks, and the author highlights the importance that smart tools have gained in recent years assisting legal professionals.
In this paper we make extensive use of natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning tools to classify legal proceedings. Applications of NLP in the legal context are often challenging because legal texts are rhetoric, directed to persuasion and rarely descriptive, using figures of speech and other compositional techniques that challenge and twist a hypothetical "plain" and "neutral" meaning of terms, expressions and phrases. Therefore, our efforts were directed also to develop a classification model about a concrete factthe status of legal proceedings according to a practical view -, disregarding theoretical discussions and queries on law about the nature of this status. We believe that the major contribution of this work is precisely the way we solve an important problem, described better in Section III, combining several types of techniques to analyze sequences of texts in chronological order, which are so common in the legal context. The results obtained were satisfactory both in terms of classification performance and interpretability, which also brings importance to this work.
II. RELATED WORK
Although there are some efforts to apply machine learning in the legal world, there have not been any, as far as we know, to solve a problem similar to ours, then we are going to talk about some applications that inspired us. Regarding the use of classic machine learning algorithms in the legal area we have the following examples. 2 make use of natural language processing tools to extract features such as N-Grams and Topics and then perform a binary classification task using Support Vector Machines (SVM) on whether cases referred to the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) contain, in its report, any violated human rights article -the most optimistic accuracy rate was 84%. The authors of 3, on the other hand, were intended to perform three main prediction tasks that relate to cases judged by the French Supreme Court: (i) predict the legal area of a case, (ii) predict the court's decision based on the case description and (iii) estimate when the case description and a decision were issued. Results were 0.9 F1 score in the prediction of the legal area of a case, 0.96 F1 score in the prediction of a case decision and 0.76 F1 score for the third task. The methodology was composed by a Bag of Words feature extraction and Support Vector Machine (SVM) models for classification.
When using Deep Learning models, often the features extraction procedure is made in a more data driven way, endogenously and optimally 1 . If the amount of data is satisfactory and the computational power is not a limitation, a good use of these tools tend to give better results than those achieved by classic machine learning. 4, a recent Brazilian study, makes use of Convolutional Neural Networks to classify documents analyzed by the Brazilian Supreme Court (STF), achieving significant results. The classification proposed by the authors is made for six different classes, which were not translated to English by the authors. The authors then reached a result of 90.35 % accuracy and 0.91 F1 score. 5, another work, uses Multi-task deep learning models to accomplish three very important tasks when it comes to analyzing written documents: (i) translation, (ii) summarization, and (iii) document classification. The authors' approach, creating a multitasking model, allowed better performance in all three tasks compared to the performance obtained by isolated models.
III. OBJECTIVE AND PRACTICAL IMPORTANCE OF THIS

WORK
The objective of this paper is to develop a model for the classification of legal proceedings in three possible classes of status: (i) archived proceedings, (ii) active proceedings and (iii) suspended proceedings. Each proceeding is made up of a sequence of short texts written by the courts that we will call "motions", which relate to the current state of proceedings, but not necessarily to their status. The three possible classes are given in a certain instant in time, which may be temporary or permanent, and are decided by the courts. In addition to focusing on the construction of a good classifier, we will also value the interpretability of the results achieved, given the importance of understanding the decisions made by models in the legal area.
These objectives and criteria have been chosen because they are a key feature to any task related to legal proceedings in Brazil. Although there are 90 different Courts in Brazil (State, Labour, Federal and others) -plus the Supreme Court -, all legal proceedings in Brazil must be included in one of the three presented classes (Archived, Active, Suspended). According to the National Council of Justice (CNJ) report 2 , in the end of 2018 there were 64.6 million active proceedings and 14.1 were suspended in that year. In the same period of 2018, 31.9 million legal proceedings were definitively closed, that is, archived.
The three labels of interest (Archived, Active, Suspended) reflect the most practical classifications of the status of proceedings. Although in Procedural Law there may be some other subtle categories of analog status for proceedings (such as extinction and dismissal), the status of being archived, active or suspended is related to the activities of all personnel involved with these proceedings. For example, the suspension of a proceeding means that, even if not extinct (and therefore subject to reactivation of the same lawsuit), and from a practical view these proceedings are out of the judiciary routine of certain portfolios from courts, law firms, civil associations or legal aid organizations. In spite of the status of a proceeding being an objective information, sometimes it can be hard for public or private organizations to track it due to the size of their portfolios and because the information are mainly non-structured and can be spread in hundreds of separate individual Courts' web pages. It must also be noted that approximately half of the proceedings in Brazil have a small number of big players as plaintiffs of defendants, as usual in a contemporary mass litigation society. Thus, our work may help big public and private organizations to better handle their portfolios and will add value to Brazilian society as a whole.
IV. DATA
Our data is composed by two datasets: a dataset of 3 · 10 6 unlabelled motions and a dataset containing 6449 legal proceedings, each with an individual and variable number of motions, but which have been labeled by law experts. As long as the motions have an specific format, we will give an example of a motion contained in our datasets. The sample motion is:
"Type of Motion: Ordinary Act Practiced Description: Be aware of the Court's record. Wait for the interested party's manifestation. Nothing being requested, the records will be forwarded to DIPEA."
The datasets we used are random samples from the first (São Paulo) and third (Rio de Janeiro) biggest State Courts. State Courts handle the most variable types of cases throughout the Courts in Brazil, and are responsible for 80% of the total amount of lawsuits. Therefore, these datasets are a good representation of a very significative portion of the use of language and expressions in Courts vocabulary in Brazil. Since classifying sets of texts is a complex task and our dataset of labeled proceedings is not very large, we used the unlabelled texts dataset for the embedding learning of words and expressions in the legal context and we used the second dataset to create a model for the legal proceedings classification. The distribution of the legal proceedings' labels can be seen in Table I. 3 
A. Text preprocessing
The first step before applying any Natural Language Processing or Machine Learning model to text is to preprocess the raw data obtained in text form. This step is crucial to the success of the application, avoiding, among other things, overparameterization of the models used, which can undermine their performance. We applied the three points below, which are standard in the literature of NLP:
• Uppercase to lowercase conversion: uppercase and lowercase strings are understood as different things by the computer when applying the models. Often, having or not capitalized words in your body does not change the meaning of the text, as is the case at the beginning of sentences. In order to avoid the problem of model over-parameterization, we will standardize the words in the body of the texts by converting the uppercase characters to lowercase;
• Stop words removal: in many cases, some words add little information to the texts. We will evaluate which words will be removed without much loss of information in order to avoid the problem of over-parameterization. Words like "a" and "the" are some examples; • Noise removal and standardization of expressions: noise removal or standardization is the removal of undesirable elements or standardization of expressions that may be intrinsic to the raw texts or arise by obtaining the data from the court's website. Examples are the conversion of the terms "state law" and "federal law" to "law" and the removal of punctuation and other undesired symbols;
B. Embedding learning
The construction of words and expressions embeddings in this work is completely unsupervised, given the small number of labeled text sequences -we then used a mass of 3 · 10 6 motion texts, all from unlabelled proceedings. Once we have the mass of preprocessed texts, the next step is to tokenize them -in this step we use the method proposed in [6] in order to identify presence words that generally appear together and which should be considered as unique tokens 4 Applying this methodology twice in sequence, with threshold=1, we could identify which sets of 2 to 4 words should be considered as unique tokens. After the tokenization of the texts, we then use the model specified in [7] (Continuous Bag of Words Word2Vec) (size=100, window=5) 5 and extract the vector representations for each of the tokens in the vocabulary. After obtaining each of the vector representations of terms and expressions, we normalize them to have a unitary euclidean norm, which will facilitate the interpretability of the classification model as we will show in Section V-E.
C. Representation of texts in a matrix form
Before describing the neural network used in the classification task, we need to understand what each text will look like after learning the embedded representations for the tokens in our vocabulary. First of all, it is important to remember that each legal proceeding we want to classify is consisted by a sequence of texts of varying length called motions. We are now interested in knowing the format of each of the texts in question. Each motion will be represented by a matrix of dimensions R × D where R is the maximum number of tokens allowed for each of the texts and D the size of the embeddings -in our case D = 100. We have noticed that over 90% of the motions have a maximum of 30 tokens, so we decided to set a ceiling of R = 30 tokens, selecting the first tokens, and completing texts that have less than R tokens using null vectors of dimension D (zero-padding). One can see in Figure 1 how we converted each of the texts to matrix form. 
D. Construction of the Neural Network for legal proceeding classification
Now that we know the format of the representation of each text that will use to feed our neural network, we can better explain how we developed a classification model that combines a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with Long Short-Term Memory units (LSTM) [8] ) with convolutional filters [9] works. We mentioned that each legal proceeding is composed of a sequence of motions/texts and, as in the case of tokens, we needed to impose a ceiling on the number of motions/texts we would use. Our legal experience is that the last 5 motions contain enough information for our purpose, then we separated the last five (5) motions/texts from each of the legal proceedings and put them in chronological order, always putting the most current motions closer to the output layer, which is a Softmax function -those proceedings that had less than 5 motions available were completed by zeropadding matrices.
To extract features from each motion we used a convolutional layer with K 6 filters that run through each text. Onde the features are extracted by the filters, they pass through a ReLU activation function and then are selected according to the max-over-time pooling procedure proposed in [10] , that is, we kept only one feature per filter -the one with the highest value. Each motion/text will be represented by only K numbers 7 , that feed the Recurrent Neural Network with LSTM units with hidden state size H 8 . After processing the data using the RNN, the legal proceeding is then classified taking the greatest class probability according to the Softmax function. In order to give an interpretable appeal to the solution, in the learning process of the neural network, we constrain the euclidean norm of filters to be equal to one. Later in Section V-E and in Section VI we will show that we can easily compare filters learned by the network with the embeddings representations of tokens present in our vocabulary. There is an illustration of the neural network used in Figure 2 . 1) Describing how our neural network works with more details: Now that we know how the network works in classifying legal proceedings, it's important that we present those ideas in mathematical language, which will help us make things clearer. Let (i) i be the index of a legal proceeding 9 , (ii) t ∈ {−5, ... , −1} a index for a text/motion of i proceeding, where −1 denotes the most current text and −5 the least current text taken into account, (iii) n ∈ [30] an index 10 of embedded tokens in the text t from proceeding i and (iv) f k ∈ R 100 is the vector representing the k-th convolutional filter, k ∈ [K]. We then define the following quantity z itnk , which is the feature extracted by the filter f k from tokem x itn ∈ R 100 , that is, n-th tokem from t-th motion/text from i-th proceeding:
Note that we removed the constant neuron, which represents the bias. Furthermore, the final feature extracted by the f k filter from the t-th motion/text from i-th proceeding right after applying max-over-time pooling procedure is given by the quantity z * itk as follows:
Grouping those quantities through index k in an array, we have the following vector that we will use to feed our recurrent neural network with LSTM units:
The probability vector of i-th legal proceeding belonging to one of the three possible classes/status, p i , is given by the function h which is a recurrent neural network (RNN/LSTM) with a time depth of 5: Given that z * i,−1 refers to the most current network input and z * i,−5 refers to the least current input. For a class j ∈ [3], we can also write the individual predicted probability as p ij = h j (z * i,−1 , ... , z * i,−5 ). It's not explicit, but this time, as well as all the others not mentioned, we included the constant neuron to take the bias into account.
E. Interpretability 1) What are the filters looking for?: In the process of feature extraction performed by the convolutional layer of the network, we have that each of the K filters go through all 30 embedding representations of tokens present in each text performing scalar products. As we discussed earlier, each of the embeddings representations and filters were constrained to have unitary euclidean norm and that means the scalar product between the filters and embeddings representations will give us the value of the cosine of the shortest angle formed between the vectors, i.e. the cosine similarity between them. Mathematically, we have:
If θ itnk is the shortest angle formed between the vectors x itn and f k . Thus, we can rewrite z itnk as below:
Which equals to cos(θ itnk ) if θ itnk ∈ [0, π/2]. In the learning process, the network learns representations for filters that tend to minimize the loss (cross entropy) function when classifying. By constraining the vectors to have unitary euclidean norms, while learning the best weights for the convolutional layer, the network aligns 11 the filters representations to those representations of the tokens that help the most in the task of classifying legal proceedings. Then, analyzing the final representations of the filters, we can have insights on the patterns that the network looks for in the texts. In order to better understand what those patterns are, we are going to take a look at the tokens which have the closest representations to the filters according to cosine similarity.
2) How do features extracted by each filter relate to classification?: To interpret how each filter relates to the classification task, we will use the Partial Dependence Plots 12 . To explain the concept, we will first introduce a new notation. If y i is a random variable that denotes the class of the i-th proceeding, then we can rewrite p ij as follows:
Moreover, in order to help us define the partial dependence function, we will write z * i = (z * i,−1 , ... , z * i,−5 ) as the concatenation of the vectors. When we want to talk about the features themselves, i.e. random variables/vectors, and not their instances in the i individual, we can rewrite z * itk as z * tk , z * i,−1 as z * −1 and z * i as z * . Given all these notations, the partial dependence function on z * tk feature predicting j class probability, with t = −1 and k = 1 for example, is given by:
With z\z * −1,1 denoting the z * vector without the first original feature. Here we work with the z * −1,1 feature for pure practicality, but the definition is valid for any of the features. The empirical version of the partial dependence function for the same feature is given by the following:
In this paper, we will calculate this function according to the test set data and center it on zero, so it is easier to make comparisons between plots -then, we will be interested in average variations in the predicted probabilities of the j class given variations in an specific feature.
F. Hyperparameter tuning
Hyperparameters are parameters used to control the behaviour of algorithms and are not learned by the algorithms themselves [12] . We have chosen to keep some of the hyperparameters fixed and to tune the rest of them in a simple cross-validation procedure using the grid search approach. Table II shows a summary about the values tested or fixed for the hyperparameters that we worried about while building the model. In total, we had 280 combinations of hyperparameters. .0013, .0015, .0016, .0018, .002, .0025, .003
G. Training, validation and test sets
In order to train and assess our classifier, we splitted at random our labeled dataset in three parts: training set (70%), validation set (10%) and test set (20%). We used the training set to fit the model, the validation set to choose the best hyperparameters and the test set just to check the performance of the final model.
VI. RESULTS
A. Hyperparameters
Our criteria to choose the best combination of hyperparameters was to choose those values who gave us the higher accuracy in the validation set. Out of 280 possible combinations of values we chose the following values for the tuned hyperparameters: (i) K = 12, (ii) H = 10 and (iii) l1-λ = .0001.
B. Proceeding classification task performance
The classifications were made by selecting the most likely class, given the features, according to the estimated model. In the process of training our final model, it was not possible to verify accentuated overfitting, due to the parsimonious architecture of the network, counting with only 2153 trainable parameters. Now it is necessary to evaluate the performance in the test set. The most straightforward way to get an overview of classifier performance in this case is by using the confusion matrix, which compares true labels with those predicted by the model. Here our classes are: archived proceedings (1), active proceedings (2) and suspended proceedings (3) . It is possible to check in Figure 3 the joint distribution that characterizes the confusion matrix. It is possible to notice a great performance of the model with accuracy of 0.93 ± 0.01.
Fig. 3. Confusion matrix in the test set
In order to present more results and compare them to those obtained by similar alternatives, we will consider two other ways to extract features from the texts (other than convolutional filters), maintaining the recurrent neural network part, as it is important for us to take into account the chronological order of the facts. The other two ways to extract features are applications of the Doc2Vec [13] and TFIDF [14] models, which were trained beforehand in the unlabeled dataset. For the Doc2Vec alternative we kept the specifications for the Word2Vec model that we discussed in Section V-B. For the TFIDF alternative, we imposed a ceiling of 2000 tokens, keeping the more frequents in the corpus. For both alternatives we applied the processing steps described in Sections V-A and V-B. The hyperparameters for the alternative models were tuned as it is described in the Supplementaty Material. First, we will assess the accuracy of the models in Table III , comparing our main model (CNN) with the benchmarks 13 : It is possible to notice that our main model obtained the best accuracy, although it is not very different from the second best option. Next, one can look at Table IV which contains summary measures that characterize the model as a whole, which are the simple (macro-averaging) and weighted (microaveraging) averages of other important metrics 14 .
In general, we obtained excellent results with our main model proposal as well as the second best alternative, which is using the TFIDF model to extract features from texts. Despite our main proposal achieving a result more or less similar to another option, it is in its simplicity and interpretability that this solution stands out, as we will see next. First thing to point out is the number of learnable weights for the classification model according to each approach. In Table V one can see that our main model is much simpler, then less prone to overfitting and easier/faster to train. In the next section we will show how interpretable results can be easily obtained using our main approach.
C. Interpretability of results 1) What are the filters looking for?: In order to better understand what are the patterns extracted by the convolutional layer of the neural network, let's look at the embedding representations of tokens in our vocabulary which have the closest representations to the filters according to cosine similarity. As long as we have 12 filters in our model, which is a big quantity, we are going to focus in three specific filters (1, 9 and 11) , which bring interesting results -the full results will be available in the Supplementary Material. In Table VII one can see which tokens 15 most closely resemble our filters after they are learned. 13 The 0.95 confidence intervals were calculated using a bootstrap procedure. 14 One can see that the patterns sought by the neural network do have to do with the classifications we want to make, specially when looking to filters 1 and 11. For example, the expressions 'final storage of docket' and 'final remittance to origin' indicate archiving of proceedings (class 1) and the expression 'temporarily stored docket' may indicate suspension (class 3). We chose to present results for the filter 9, because it seems it is not looking up for very important patters and this will be clear in the next section.
2) How do features extracted by each filter relate to classification?: The patterns extracted by filter 1, in Figure  4 , explain which legal proceedings are likely to be archived but not suspended or active, which can easily make sense when one sees those expressions linked to filter 1, e.g. 'final storage of docket' and 'final remittance to origin'. Regarding to filter 11, it is possible to notice that the partial dependence functions are decreasing in all plots but the one related to the suspended proceedings. This is understandable because the expressions linked to filter 11, as seen in Table VII , are more common to appear when a proceeding is suspended, e.g. 'temporarily stored docket'. On the other hand, patterns extracted by filter 9, presented in Figure 4 , have almost no impact in the decision of the neural network as expected.
To conclude this section, we would like to highlight two points that we find most interesting regarding these results: (i) the results were very intuitive regarding the link between patterns search by the network in the texts and the output of the classification model and (ii) it is possible to notice that more recent information tends to have greater importance in the decision of the neural network, which makes sense in the legal context.
VII. CONCLUSION
This work aimed to develop a model for the classification of legal processes composed of sequential texts. During the development of the model, we wanted to have a model that performed very well on the classification task, had a parsimonious architecture and that we could gain insight into how decisions are made. We believe that the major contribution of this work is precisely the way we solve an important problem, which is classifying legal proceedings' status, combining several types of techniques to analyze sequences of texts in chronological order, which are so common in the legal context. The results obtained were satisfactory both in terms of classification and interpretability, which also brings importance to this work.
VIII. CODE AND DATASETS
XI. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL A. Hyperparameter tuning of benchmark models
The models used as performance benchmarks for our main model also had their set of hyperparameters tuner or fixed beforehand. In both models we fixed or tested the same combinations of values for the hyperparameters using the same values used in the paper for our main model. As long as we are not using a convolutional layer for the benchmark models, we only are interested in tuning the LSTM hidden state size (H) and the strength of the l1 regularizarion (λ) for the weights of the RNN/LSTM. For the model we used the Doc2Vec alternative to extract features the values chosen in order to maximize the accuracy in the validation set were H Doc2Vec = 30 and λ Doc2Vec = .005. On the other hand, when we used TFIDF to extract the features, the values chosen in order to maximize the accuracy in the validation set were H TFIDF = 30 and λ TFIDF = .0016.
B. Interpretability
In this part we will present the full results for the interpretability part. Although there are too much information in this section, there is nothing actually new, since we could present the most interesting patterns and results in the paper. In Table VII one can see which tokens 16 most closely resemble our filters after they are learned. The tokens marked with "*" were not related to the legal vocabulary or were not fully understood by us. In Figures 5, 6 , 7 and 8 one can see how the features extracted by the filters from 1 to 12 relate to the classification task. 16 Tokens were translated from Portuguese to English. 
